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It is ubiquitous thatmultiple jobs coexist on the samemachine, because tens or hundreds of cores are able to reside on the same chip.
To runmultiple jobs efficiently, the schedulers should provide flexible scheduling logic. Besides, corunning jobsmay compete for the
shared resources, whichmay lead to performance degradation.Whilemany scheduling algorithms have been proposed for support-
ing different scheduling logic schemes and alleviating this contention, job coscheduling without performance degradation on the
same machine remains a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive deadlock-free scheduler, which provides
flexible scheduling logic schemes and adopts optimistic lock control mechanism to coordinate resource competition among corun-
ning jobs. This scheduler exposes all underlying resource information to corunning jobs and gives them necessary utensils to make
use of that information to compete resource in a free-for-all manner. To further relieve performance degradation of coscheduling,
this scheduler enables the automated control over the number of active utensils when frequent conflict becomes the performance
bottleneck.We justify our adaptive deadlock-free scheduling and present simulation results for synthetic and real-world workloads,
in which we compare our proposed scheduler with two prevalent schedulers. It indicates that our proposed approach outperforms
the compared schedulers in scheduling efficiency and scalability. Our results also manifest that the adaptive deadlock-free control
facilitates significant improvements on the parallelism of node-level scheduling and the performance for workloads.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the great rapid growth of sensors devices,
high-speed search engines, and social networks has produced
huge amount of data. Additionally, many scientific simula-
tions in critical areas, such as climate sciences, astrophysics,
computational chemistry, computational biology, and high-
energy physics, are becoming increasingly data intensive [1].
The above applicationsmanipulate a large amount of data that
is compared with the amount of computation they perform
and often transfer large volume of data to or from storage
systems. Because the value of these applications is determined
by the data quantity and the speed of producing results,
a number of Data-Intensive Scalable Computing (DISC)
[2] systems have been developed. These DISC systems are
enabling IT solutions for different fields because of their great

potential in reducing the operating expenses and manage-
ment overheads; i.e., DISC systems provide a shared elastic
computing infrastructure to accommodate multiple applica-
tions. Although these systems are scalable, DISC systems fail
to take full advantage of these resources, which leads to the
requirement for larger clusters to improve performance. Such
poor efficiency results in the energy inefficient problem that
increases DISC system providers’ budget and CO2 footprint
[3]. As a result, the efficiency of resource utilization in data
centers has drawn much attention in recent years.

It is noteworthy that each node has already utilized
large scale processors cores, multilane high-speed cards,
hundreds of gigabytes of memory, and terabytes of disks [4].
In a nutshell, a single node in DISC systems is increasing
reminiscent of a networked distributed system.The key issue
is that the traditional node-level operating systems have not
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been designed with current hardware trends in minds and
they fail to make good use of underlying hardware resources.
As a consequence, the individual nodes in the data center
tend to run far below their peak performance capabilities [5],
which contribute to the poor efficiency of resource usage in
DISC systems. Previous study [6] points out that corunning
different job together is capable of improving resource uti-
lization and therefore reduces hardware quantity requirement
for applications. For example, the current winner of the
Indy GraySort sorting benchmark is Tencent Sort [7] that
has adopted fewer nodes than previous winners. This sort
achieves CPU utilization peak at 70% by overlapping sort
and networking stages. Its result has shown that although the
CPU utilization typically ranges from 10 to 30% in most of
time (similar results have also been demonstrated in other
data centers [8]), it is able to achieve better CPU utilization
by allowing multiple jobs to coexist on the same node. But
coexisting jobs will produce different issues. On one hand,
resource sharing among different jobs on the same node will
make the node-level scheduling problem more complicated:
a wider range of requirements and policies have to be taken
into account, as servers terminate user requests or provide
infrastructure services like storage, naming, or locking. On
the other hand, corunning jobs may compete for the shared
resources, which may result in performance degradation.

Existing approaches to address the above issues mainly
fall into two categories: (1) architectural-level solutions to
provide isolation among applications [9–11] and (2) system-
level solutions to partition underlying resources among jobs
and provide flexible scheduling logic schemes to accom-
modate the dynamics of application resource demand [12–
17]. Within these two categories, architectural-level solutions
remain under development by hardware vendors and the
modifications to hardware require many changes to system-
level software and therefore incur high implementation cost.
The second approach, developing a scheduler to facilitate
coscheduling, is regarded as a lightweight approach and
has therefore attracted considerable research attention. Our
research work mainly focuses on the second category.

Themost general choice for a node-level operating system
for DISC systems is Linux. Its scheduler applies multipath
monolithic scheduling, which schedules a job once a time
and supports different scheduling logic schemes by providing
multiple code paths. This scheduler runs separate scheduling
logic schemes for different task types. It is a tough job
to add new policies and specialized implementations to
multipath monolithic schedulers. Some researchers advocate
that two-level schedulers will be a good choice to support
flexible scheduling logic schemes. This type of schedulers
has a central coordinator (first-level scheduler) to decide
howmany underlying resources can be distributed or offered
to multiple parallel user-level schedulers (i.e., second-level
scheduler that is able to implement distinct scheduling logic
independently), as in Tessellation [16, 18] and Akaros [19].
These schedulers allow the allocation of resources to different
user-level schedulers dynamically. Two-level schedulers do
appear to support flexible scheduling policies. However, each
user-level scheduler can only perceive limited resources.
Moreover, if multiple user-level schedulers compete for the

same shared resources, the two-level scheduling will resolve
it with traditional locking concurrency control that is easy
to produce deadlock without careful treatment. All the above
conditions make two-level approaches hard to place jobs that
are difficult to schedule or make decisions that need to access
the entire underlying resources. The fact is that resource
utilizations (especially for CPU) are still low most of the time
[20] and it is reported that one-third of the available CPU
cycles remain idle [21].

To support flexible scheduling logic schemes and address
competition for the shared resources without performance
degradation, we present a novel approach that applies an
adaptive optimistic lock mechanism built on shared state of
underlying hardware resources. This approach offers both
flexibility and parallelism.

Our contributions in this study include the following:
(i) We propose a deadlock-free scheduling for a DISC

node. To make it adaptive, we enable the proposed scheduler
to periodically adjust the number of running tools for differ-
ent jobs when frequent conflicts take place. The adjustment
provides a trade-off between adaptability and stability;

(ii) We evaluate our scheduling via simulation using
synthetic and real-world workloads and compare it with
multiple-path monolithic and two-level schedulers;

(iii) We show that our approach comprehensively outper-
forms these other common schedulers and the simulation
results show that the adaptive deadlock-free scheduling
performing well in most experimental scenarios.

We structure the remainder of the paper as follows.
Section 2 describes related research. Section 3 introduces the
design of adaptive deadlock-free scheduling and discusses
how its design attacks scalability problems without perfor-
mance degradation. Section 4 addresses the assumptions and
parameters that are used in simulators and explains metrics
and workloads for evaluating different schedulers mentioned
in Section 1, and Section 5 presents the results through
comparatives diagrams. Section 6 concludes the paper with
a summary of our results and provides an outlook for future
work.

2. Related Work

As reviewed in the previous section, many-core systems have
been extensively adopted and the underlying of a node is
muchmore similar to a distributed system than before [4, 22].
Multiple jobs with diverse scheduling objectives are likely to
corun on the same node [6, 16, 19]. To run these corunning
jobs efficiently, this requires schedulers to provide flexible
scheduling policies and to cope with the competition among
the shared resources, which are hard to meet with traditional
single-path monolithic schedulers that only have a single
scheduling logic.

To address the above issues, different schedulers, such
as multipath monolithic and two-level schedulers, have been
proposed. The relative merits of these approaches have been
discussed in Section 1. Our solution is to provide an adaptive
deadlock-free scheduler and it builds on many prior ideas.
Our deadlock-free approach is an example of optimistic con-
currency control mechanism.Thismechanism has previously
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been studied in the database community for a long time.
Recently, it is considered as a new parallel programming
mechanism in the transaction memory community [23, 24].
Conventional programming models that apply lock-based
concurrency control are known for their conceptual difficulty
[25, 26]. In particular, any programming errors that are pro-
duced by programmers can easily result in local or distributed
deadlock. This places a great burden on programmers, which
makes the parallel programming a nightmare. To address
such a tough issue, transactional memory programming
model has been proposed. This programming model applies
a lock-free synchronization that is intended to eliminate the
deadlock and make parallel programming easy and efficient.
A transaction is a finite sequence of instructions that are
executed by a single process and satisfy two properties:
serializability and atomicity. When a transaction completes, it
will either be committed, making its changes visible to other
processes instantaneously, or be aborted, causing its changes
to be discarded [25].

Besides, we concur with the principles of Exokernel
[27, 28] to expose sufficient information about underlying
hardware resource to jobs but suggest that the coordination
for competitions of underlying hardware resources should be
left to user-level schedulers rather than application writers.
Therefore, the adaptive deadlock-free model will expose
the entire state to all user-level schedulers and they will
implement scheduling by shared state. This will be further
discussed in the following sections.

3. Adaptive Deadlock-Free Scheduling

Some researchers advocate revealing very little about the
state of the overall system to applications and avoiding a
knowledge of the existence of other applications in the system
by virtual machine (VM) technology. Parallel applications are
sensitive to the underlying state of the system and require
information exposure that includes details of the underlying
system and the actual resource usage. VMs have been able to
meet severe performance penalties [19, 29–31]. Consequently,
Exokernel suggests exposing information about the underly-
ing system to the application writers to allow them to make
the best decisions, i.e., permitting the application writers
to write the application’s own scheduling logic to suit the
application’s needs with the help of library operating system
(lib-os for short) [27, 28]. The main problem in Exokernel
is that it exposes too much detail, leaving the coordination
of resource competition to the application writers, which
stresses application writers and diminishes its advantages.

Therefore, we target a node and assume that each type
of applications will be submitted to user-level schedulers
and implemented in its own VM [19, 32] that is built
by a user-level scheduler with the help of lib-os. We use
physical names of underlying resources so that each user-level
scheduler is capable of organizing resource lists for a node.
However in contrast to Exokernel, each user-level scheduler
will include a shared state list recording the current state of all
underlying resources rather than the resources it owns; thus,
the coordination of resource competition can be left to user-
level schedulers rather to application writers.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of deadlock-free scheduler.

Based on the above premises, we begin with a deadlock-
free scheduling and later equip it with an adaptive con-
trol. Our goal is twofold: first, to develop a scheduler that
addresses the scalability problem and, second, to deliver good
scheduling performance. The proposed schedulers support
multiple user-level schedulers in a composable way and
allow them to compete for underlying hardware resources
in an uncoordinated way. Our hope is that the resulting
performance degradation caused by uncoordinated user-level
schedulers will be compensated for by the benefits introduced
by adaptive control.

3.1. Deadlock-Free Scheduling. Our proposed scheduler
is deadlock-free because it is based on the shared state
approach.We grant each user-level scheduler full access to the
entire node and allow them to compete in a free-for-all man-
ner. This approach utilizes optimistic concurrency control to
mediate conflicts when user-level schedulers update the state.
As shown in Figure 1, each user-level scheduler (Si) is given
a resilient master copy of the resources allocation, which is
called the resource state and maintained by user-level sched-
ulers. At this stage, we assume that resources represent CPU
cores; later, they can be extended to physical memory pages,
I/O bandwidth, and network. Each user-level scheduler
makes its own scheduling decision based on its resource state.
Therefore, user-level schedulers have complete autonomy to
claim any available resources, or even ones that have been
acquired by another scheduler, provided they have the appro-
priate permissions and priority. This approach thus immedi-
ately removes two issues in the two-level scheduler approach:
limited parallelism due to pessimistic concurrency control
and restricted visibility of resources in a user-level sched-
uler.
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As mentioned above, once a user-level scheduler makes
a placement decision, the shared copy of the resource state
is updated in an atomic commit similar to the transactional
memory mechanism. In reality, the time between resource
state synchronization and the commit attempt is a transac-
tion defined in the transactional memory mechanism. This
transaction could fail because another user-level scheduler
simultaneously made a conflicting change. The conflict res-
olution mechanism of transactional memory guarantees that
at most one of these commits will succeed if a conflict occurs.
Whether or not the transaction succeeds, each user-level
scheduler will resynchronize its local copy of the resource
state and then try to run its scheduling algorithm again. This
repetition of work can weaken the advantages produced by
using optimistic locking.

3.2. Adaptive Control for Deadlock-Free Scheduler. The re-
source state is frequently updated by each user-level scheduler,
which makes a local placement decision and attempts to
commit changes back to the shared copy with an atomic
commit. Where there are conflicting updates, the scheduler’s
transaction will be aborted and the scheduler must retry with
a new resource state.

If conflicts and synchronizing the resource state among all
the user-level schedulers form a bottleneck, the performance
of the deadlock-free schedulerwill dramatically degrade.This
situation is liable to occur when the numbers of running
user-level schedulers increase rapidly. The number of user-
level schedulers will increase with the types and numbers
of jobs. This increase causes the average number of cores
that can be allocated by a user-level scheduler to decrease;
i.e., there is a decrease in the exploitable parallelism that a
node can provide for each user-level scheduler. A similar
issue has been reported and studied in SoftwareTransactional
Memory (STM) [26, 33, 34]. The performance of a trans-
actional system can be strongly affected by the conflict rate
of transactions running concurrently, because a high degree
of transactional concurrency may lead to an unacceptably
high rate of aborts. The resolution of the above issues falls
into two categories: performance model-based approaches
[26, 35–37] and heuristic-based schemes [34, 38–40], which
are summarized in Table 1.

Different from the above approaches from Table 1, our
proposed scheduler tries to apply heuristic-based methods to
the case of resource acquisition for their straightforward and
easiness. We optimize the scheduling phase and throughput
on the basis of dynamically increasing or decreasing the
number of concurrent user-level schedulers in response to the
fluctuating exploitable parallelism.

Our proposed scheduler should improve resource usage
when exploitable parallelism is low and improve execution
time when exploitable parallelism is high. We investigate the
Transaction Conflict Fraction (TCF) as a suitable measure of
exploitable parallelism; the TCF is the percentage of aborted
scheduler’s transactions out of the total number of all sched-
uler’s transactions in a sample period. The TCF increases
during phases with high contention, thus suggesting that the
number of active user-level schedulers can be reduced and
vice versa.

Based on the above idea, we apply proportional control
to improve our deadlock-free scheduler; this concept has
been applied in a diverse range of fields to maintain some
variable within a bounded range. According to control theory
terminology, the objective of our proportional control is to
maintain the process variable TCF at a set point, despite
unmeasured disturbance from the fluctuating exploitable
parallelism restricted by the available hardware resources.
The TCF is defined as follows:

𝑇𝐶𝐹 =
∑𝑛−1𝑖=0 𝐴 𝑖
∑𝑛−1𝑖=0 𝑇𝑖

(1)

The symbol Ai denotes the number of aborted transac-
tions for user-level scheduler Si, and Ti is the total number
of transactions executed over a sample period for Si. These
data range between 0.0 (no conflicting transactions) and 1.0
(all conflicting transactions) and will be used to determine
whether the number of active user-level schedulers (i.e.,
numActiveULS) should be increased or decreased.

To realize control of the number of user-level schedulers
that can be run concurrently in responsive to automatic
changes in TCF, we define the control algorithm as fol-
lows:

𝑓 (𝑡) =
{{{
{{{
{

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖ve𝑈𝐿𝑆 + 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑈𝐿𝑆 × Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹
order of magnitude for 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑈𝐿𝑆, Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹 ≤ 0,

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝑈𝐿𝑆 − 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑈𝐿𝑆 × Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹
order of magnitude for 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑈𝐿𝑆, Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹 > 0

(2)

where Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹 = 𝑇𝐶𝐹 – SP and SP denotes a user-defined
set point that is a target TCF that our deadlock-free scheduler
tries to maintain. If the TCF falls below SP due to an increase
in the number of transactions being committed, our model
will activate user-level schedulers that have been deactivated
and improve the parallelism of the deadlock-free scheduler
by attempting to execute more user-schedulers concurrently.
If the TCF increases above SP due to an increase in the

number of aborted user-level scheduler (ULS) transactions,
our scheduler will deactivate some active ULSs, reducing the
number of concurrent ULSs competing for the underlying
resources. The parameter 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑂𝑓𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑈𝐿𝑆 denotes
the number of ULSs that have been developed in the
deadlock-free scheduler. Algorithm 1 shows the process of
adaptive control for the number of actively running ULSs for
short).
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The constant SP determines how conservatively adaptive
control treats resource usage efficiency. A low SP, e.g.,
10%, will rapidly reduce the number of active ULSs when
TCF increases but will cause a slower response to sudden
large decreases in TCF and vice versa. The evaluation in
Section 6 demonstrates that a low SP of 30% will not result
in performance degradation.

Conversely, the controller of our deadlock-free scheduler
calculates Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 using the relative gain formula described
in Steps 12, 16, and 17 (together, these steps are equivalent
to (2)), which allows SP to be a value, rather than a range.
Moreover, samplePeriod is determined based on the overhead
of executing the control loop.

4. Experiment Setups and
Parameter Assumptions

We compare our proposed schedulers with two commonly
used node-level schedulers, multipath monolithic and two-
level. To understand the tradeoffs between the multipath
monolithic, two-level, deadlock-free, and adaptive deadlock-
free schedulers, we construct a simulator that is based on
a many-core system. This simulator is driven by synthetic
workloads, and its parameters are drawn from empirical
workload distributions [41–44]. We use this approach to
compare the behavior of four schedulers under the same
conditions with identical workloads. The remainder of this
section describes the assumptions and parameters that are
used in our simulators and explains the metrics and work-
loads we use to evaluate the schedulers.

4.1. Model Assumption. Various scheduling algorithms have
been proposed to permit node sharing between jobs. Many-
core systems are used extensively, making the underlying
operation of a node much more similar to a distributed sys-
tem than it was previously [4]. In other words, different types
of jobs are likely to share the same node [45]. This sharing
amounts to the realization of supporting multiple scheduling
logic schemes at the node level.Themost common technique
used in current node-level scheduling is multipath mono-
lithic scheduling. It lacks parallelism and supports a large
number of scheduling logic schemes at the price of adding a
large amount of extra code. Because of these problems, some
studies have advocated using a two-level scheduling, which
lacks control of the underlying resources and loses the global
knowledge of a node for determining priority. In this work,
we opt for supporting multiple scheduling logic schemes in a
composable and uncoordinated manner, which is enabled by
Exokernel, user-level schedulers, and our proposed resource
state. We anticipate that this approach will address the
problems of a monolithic scheduler without suffering from
the known drawbacks of the multipath monolithic and two-
level schedulers.

System Overview and Job Models. Because modern machines
that can easily apply 48 or more CPU cores to process
a 100-GB dataset entirely in memory are already used in
many practical applications, we assume that each node
is a system with multilane high-speed networking cards,

Table 2: Design issues in single-path and multipath monolithic,
two-level, and adaptive deadlock-free scheduling.

Synthetic
workload

Real-life
workload

CPU architecture many-core many-core
Cores and memory request
size sampled actual data

Initial cores and memory
state sampled actual data

Tasks per job sampled actual data
Job arrival rate 𝜆𝑗𝑜𝑏 sampled actual data
Task duration sampled actual data

hundreds of gigabytes ofmemory, and terabytes of disk space.
As discussed in previous studies [6, 46], jobs with different
resource demands and distinct scheduling logic schemes tend
to coexist on the same node. Each job consists of one or
more tasks to be executed in parallel. Our goal is to design
a reasonable mechanism for implementing rapid and sound
resource allocation at the node-level.

As the trend of BIG DATA that are reported in studies
[47, 48], we target a mixture of two different types of
workloads in this work: HPC and data-intensive, which will
be discussed detailedly in Section 5.3. HPCworkloads mostly
comprise regular parallel applications, which are mainly
compute-bound. Data-intensive workloads are dominated by
I/O bound applications. As studied in literature [49], most
large distributed scientific applications fall under the Single
ProgramMultiple Data (SPMD) programming model, which
consists of multiple identical or nearly identical tasks that
make very similar demands on the system. We suppose that
all tasks in a job have the same memory requirements and
CPUs need and that they must progress at the same rate. The
memory and CPU requirements for a task are expressed as
a fraction of the total node memory and a fraction of the
available CPU cores for a node that allows the task to run at
maximum speed. For instance, a task might require 30% of
a node’s memory and use 50% of the node’s CPU resources
in dedicated mode.We also assume that such proportions are
publicly known andwill not be changed throughout the entire
job execution process.

4.2. Discrete-Event Simulator. We have developed a discrete-
event simulator that implements five schedulers, including
the following types: single-path monolithic, two prevalent
schedulers: single-path monolithic, the two most common
schedulers (multipath monolithic and two-level), deadlock-
free, and adaptive deadlock-free scheduler. Our simulator
primarily accepts a list of jobs as the input that is likely
to be scheduled on the same node. Each job is described
by a submit time, a required number of tasks, one CPU
requirement, one memory requirement specification, and an
execution time.

Our simulator incorporates some simplification for the
targeted schedulers that are summarized in Table 2, allowing
us to include a broad range of operating points within a rea-
sonable runtime. Thus, we are able to compare the behavior
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1. If currentTime – lastSampleTime < samplePeriod then
2. goto Step 1
3. Sampling number of existing ULS, numOfULS = sampling
//miniULS is the minimum number of user-level scheduler, for this paper one

4. while numOfULS <= miniULS
5. goto Step 1
6. endwhile
7. if numOfULS >miniULS then
8. Calcualte TCF = numAborteds/numTransactions ×100
9. CalculateΔ𝑇𝐶𝐹 = TCF – SP
10. Get the number of active ULS, numActiveULS = getActiveULS( )
11. Calculate the order of magnitude for numOfULS, order = log10(numOfULS)
12. CalculateΔ𝑈𝐿𝑆 = Δ𝑇𝐶𝐹×( numOfULS/order)
13. while Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 < 0
14. activateULS(ULS[numActiveULS])
15. numActiveULS = numActiveULS + 1
16. Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 = Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 + 1
17. endwhile
18. while Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 > 0
19. deactivateULS(ULS[numActiveULS])
20. numActiveULS = numActiveULS – 1
21. Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 = Δ𝑈𝐿𝑆 - 1
22. endwhile
23. end if

Algorithm 1: Process of adaptive controlling active user-level schedulers (ULS).

of all these schedulers under the same conditions and with
identical workloads. The rest of this section describes our
simulators.

Parameters for Simulation. The scheduler decision time
(𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) for assigning cores andmemory pages in a user-level
scheduler is modeled as a linear function as follows:

𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑜𝑗𝑜𝑏 + 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 × tasks per job (3)

where ojob represents the per-job overhead due to the coordi-
nation needs of cores and memory pages [50, 51] and otask is
the incremental cost to place each task.The values for ojob and
otask are based on estimates from real-world data-intensive
workloads in the real world: ojob = 0.1m s and otask = 50ns.

Since the dominant application in data-intensive work-
loads is compute-bound, we are interested in how the added
I/O bound applications will influence the performance of
DISC node. Our experiments in Section 5 will explore the
effects of varying ojob (I/O bound) for I/O bound user-
level scheduler, which aims to investigate how the proposed
deadlock-free and adaptive deadlock-free schedulers will be
affected by the longer decision times needed for a more
complicated placement algorithm for I/O applications.

Poisson distribution has been adopted to simulate job
arrival rate at the node level, denoted as 𝜆𝑗𝑜𝑏. We also vary
the job arrival rate to a 32-cores node to evaluate how it affects
scheduling performance.

Metrics in Simulation. In this paper, we implement our
evaluation at two levels: first we compare different schedulers
and then we compare our proposed schedulers.

At the first level, we primarily use three metrics to
evaluate the efficiency and scalability of different schedulers:
per-job wait time speedup, job execution time speedup, and
busyness of scheduler.Thesemetrics are defined and explained
below.

The perceived quality of resource allocation is evaluated
by the per-job wait time and job runtime to completion. The
per-job wait time is defined as the time until jobs begin
running, i.e., the difference between the submission time of a
job and the beginning of the job’s first scheduling attempt.The
job runtime to completion is defined as the difference between
the beginning of the job’s first runtime and its completion
time. We assume that each scheduler can process one request
at a time, so a busy scheduler will cause a delay in the jobs that
want to queue. Consequently, the per-job wait timemeasures
the depth of scheduler queues and will increase as the
scheduler becomes busy, either because it receives more jobs
or because its jobs take longer to schedule. Compared with
single-path monolithic scheduler, the multipath monolithic,
two-level, and our deadlock-free and adaptive deadlock-free
schedulers achieve higher job throughput by parallelizing the
process of resource allocation in different ways and executing
multiple jobs in parallel if there are sufficient resources.
According to Amdahl’s law, we must use the speedup in per-
job wait time and job runtime to completion to compare the
multipath monolithic, two-level, and our deadlock-free and
adaptive deadlock-free schedulers.

More notable is that per-job wait time depends upon the
busyness of scheduler, which is the amount of time that the
scheduler is busy making scheduling decisions. This metric
increases with the per-job decision time (i.e., 𝑜𝑗𝑜𝑏).Thus, it will
also be used to evaluate different schedulers.
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Several second-level metrics are used to evaluate our pro-
posed schedulers: the deadlock-free and adaptive deadlock-
free schedulers. The busyness of scheduler for the proposed
schedulers will also increase if scheduling work must be
redone because of conflicts in the deadlock-free approaches.
To evaluate the occurrence probability of the latter, we utilize
two more metrics. One is the average number of conflicts per
overall committed transactions, called the fraction of conflict.
A value of 0 for the fraction of conflict means no conflicts
occurred, whereas a value of 3 indicates that the average
workloads experienced three conflicts and thus requires four
scheduling attempts. Another metric that we will evaluate is
waste time in the busyness of scheduler, which is the fraction
of time during which the scheduler is rescheduling a redo job
or becomes idle. Obviously, as these two values increase, the
performance of the scheduler decreases.

The values for the busyness of scheduler and the fraction of
conflict are the medians of the generated traces. These traces
will be described in Section 4.3. In addition, the values for
per-job wait time speedup and waste time in the busyness of
scheduler are overall averages. In the following experiments,
the error bars for the busyness of scheduler or the fraction of
conflict show the median absolute deviation (MAD) from the
median value of the per-trace averages.

4.3.Workloads. Workload heterogeneity [42, 45] is common-
place in current data-intensive workloads. Since the data-
intensive applications will converge with HPC applications
in the future, our simulators aim at two main applications:
data-intensive ones and traditional MPI ones [48]. There are
many approaches to partitioning workloads among clusters
[42, 43, 52, 53]. To simplify and obtain the critical behavior
characteristics of different schedulers, we select a simple two-
way split on top of our simulators between I/O bound jobs
that provide end-user operations (e.g., web services), internal
infrastructure services (e.g., BigTable), and compute-bound
jobs that perform a computation.

We adopt synthetic workloads for part of the study, using
parameters drawn from empirical workload distributions
from previous studies [43, 45].There are a number of reasons
to use synthetic workloads. Real workloads are often of poor
quality and may not contain all information that we require.
In addition, real workloads are for specific systems, while
synthetic workloads are generated using a model instantiated
from multiple systems and thus can be more representa-
tive.

Through the use of Exokernel, page coloring [10, 54, 55],
and other techniques, CPU cores and memory pages of a
many-core node can be precisely shared, partitioned, and
distributed to different applications. Thus, the total amount
of allocated CPU resources in a node is constrained not
to exceed 100%. CPU resource utilization of 100% can only
be reached by a single job if that job is CPU-intensive
and implemented using multiple threads. A CPU-intensive
sequential job can only use 100/𝑛% of the node’s CPU
resources, where n is the number of processor cores for
that node. In our synthetic trace experiments, we arbitrarily
assume a 64-core node, which means that a sequential task
would use at most 2% of the node’s CPU resource.

As discussed [52, 53], we assume that all tasks of jobs from
HPCworkloads areCPU-intensive and the tasks in a one-task
job are sequential. For data-intensive jobs [43], we assume
that a job is made up of one or more tasks (occasionally
thousands of tasks), which aremostly CPU-intensive (> 80%)
but with a fast turnaround, whereas the rest are I/O-intensive
(< 20%) and consume the majority of resources. The latter
typically run formuch longer and have fewer tasks thanCPU-
intensive jobs.

One thousand distinct traces of 2000 jobs were generated
according to parameters drawn from an empirical distribu-
tion of workloads [43, 45] and annotated with CPU and
memory requirements as described. The generated traces
assume a 64-core node and thus contain jobs with between
1 and 64 tasks. Suppose that all the jobs only submit to the
64-core node.

Also, real workloads [56] from Google cluster have also
been used to test our simulator.The information of workloads
is collected during a 29-day period in the month of May
2011 in one of Google’s production cluster cell. The cell size
is more than 12,477 distinct machines, including 55,272 jobs
and 1,405,572 tasks. Many jobs have a small number of tasks
(less than 100); in fact, a very large number of jobs have
a single task. A few jobs have over 2000 tasks, which is
consistent with our assumptions for synthetic workloads.

In summary, our experiments require a scheduling that
can accommodate both types of jobs, flexibly support job-
specific policies, and scale to an ever-growing amount of
scheduling work.

5. Experiment Result Comparison
and Evaluation

In this section, we construct simulators and compare the
behavior of all schedulers (single-path monolithic, multipath
monolithic, two-level scheduling, deadlock-free, and adap-
tive deadlock-free scheduling), under the same conditions
and with identical workloads, as described in Section 4. Our
simulator runs on a laptop with an Intel processor i7 4710MQ
with 4 physical cores (8 logic cores) and 8GB memory. Each
core has a dedicated 256KB L1 cache and a dedicated 1024KB
L2 cache. There is a 6 MB L3 cache shared by four cores.

Our baseline for comparison is a single-path monolithic
scheduler. Its successor is a multipath monolithic scheduler
with a fast code path for CPU-intensive jobs; we refer to this
scheduler as a multipath monolithic scheduler because it still
schedules only one job at a time.

The two-level scheduling is modeled on the offer-based
design. We simulate a first-level scheduler that can distribute
CPU cores and memory pages to user-level schedulers, one
for CPU-intensive jobs and one for I/O-intensive jobs. For
simplicity, we assume that a user-level schedulers can only
manage the set of resources available to it when it begins a
scheduling attempt for a job. Subsequently, any offers that
arrive during the attempt are ignored. Resources unused
at the end of a job-scheduling activity are returned to the
first-level scheduler; they can be reoffered if the user-level
scheduler is the furthest one below its fair share. The gang
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Figure 2:The performance of schedulers.

scheduling used in this first-level scheduling is very efficient.
Thus, we assume that it takes 100 ns to make a resource offer.

We use the simulator to explore our adaptive deadlock-
free approach. First, however, we begin with its predecessor,
the deadlock-free approach. We again simulate two user-
level schedulers, one addressing CPU-intensive job and the
other handling I/O-intensive jobs. Each user-level scheduler
is given a private, local, frequently updated copy, i.e., the
resource state. Once a user-level schedulermakes a scheduling
decision for a job, it will refresh its local copy of the resource
state and synchronize it with the states of other user-level
schedulers. We define the operation of updating a resource

state as a transaction. If there are no conflicts, then the entire
transaction is accepted; otherwise, only those changes that
do not result in an overcommitted core or memory page are
accepted. All these changes materialize the resource state in
a single core for a computing node; the resource state in our
deadlock-free scheduling can be set to read or write and the
scheduling transactions are submitted directly to the different
cores. The cores themselves check for conflicts and accept
or reject the changes. This checking allows our deadlock-
free scheduler to make progress even when the shared state
is temporarily unavailable. A problem arises because we use
resource-fit in our deadlock-free scheduling. Obviously, if
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Figure 5: Performance of deadlock-free scheduling by varying the arrival rate for the CPU-intensive job 𝜆𝑗𝑜𝑏 (CPU-intensive).

there is no feedback control, the conflict fraction is likely
to rapidly increase with an increasing number of user-level
schedulers. The situation could worsen because starvation
might occur. To overcome this problem with deadlock-free
scheduling, we use the global TCF (discussed in Section 4.2)
as an index to control the number of running user-level
schedulers. This approach will be further explored in the
Section 5.2.

Because all the schedulers support two scheduling logic
schemes, CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive, we divide the
jobs into CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive throughout the
experiments.

5.1. Comparison by Varying Parameters. In this experiment,
we keep the decision time for the CPU-intensive user-
level scheduler constant and vary the decision time for
the I/O-intensive user-level scheduler by adjusting 𝑜job(I/O-
intensive). Figure 2 shows the performance of the multipath
monolithic, two-level and deadlock-free schedulers.

Multipath Monolithic Model. With a fast path for CPU-
intensive jobs in the multipath monolithic model, both the
average per-job wait time and the busyness of scheduler
increase significantly even with long decision times for I/O-
intensive jobs. Although the majority of jobs are CPU-
intensive, these jobs can still become stuck in a queue behind
the slow-to-schedule I/O-intensive jobs or face head-of-
line blocking. Scalability remains limited by the processing
capacity of the multipath monolithic scheduler (Figures 2(a)
and 2(b)). Parallel processing is required to mitigate this
limitation.

Two-Level Model. Figure 2(b) illustrates that the busyness
of the CPU-intensive user-level scheduler is much higher
than in the monolithic multipath case. This difference is a

consequence of the interaction between the offer-based two-
levelmodel and the I/Ouser-level scheduler’s long scheduling
decision time. The offer-based two-level model achieves
fairness by alternately offering all the available computing
resources to different user-level schedulers, predicated on the
assumptions that resources will become available frequently,
and scheduler decisions will be rapid. Thus, a long scheduler
decision time indicates that nearly all many-core resources
have been in use for a long time, making them inaccessible to
other user-level schedulers. These resources are often insuffi-
cient to schedule CPU-intensive job of above-average size,
thus, the CPU-intensive user-level scheduler will not make
progress, while the I/O-intensive user-level scheduler will
hold an offer.The I/O-intensive user-level scheduler will keep
trying; consequently, a number of tasks will be abandoned
because they were not scheduled before the retry limit
defined in Section 4.2 in the offer-based two-level mode case
(Figure 3).

This problem occurs because of the two-level scheduler’s
assumption of quick scheduling decisions, small tasks, and
sufficient resources, which does not hold for I/O-intensive
jobs. The two-level scheduler could be extended to make
only fair-share offers; this would complicate the first-level
scheduler logic. In reality, each user-level scheduler can only
perceive a small fraction of the available resources, and the
quality of the placement decisions for large or fastidious jobs
might decrease.

Deadlock-Free. In the deadlock-free approach, the speedup in
the average per-job wait time (Figure 2(b)) and the schedulers’
job execution time (Figure 2(c)) is comparable to the times
for the multipath monolithic and two-level schedulers. This
similarity suggests that conflicts and interference are com-
paratively rare. This suggestion is confirmed by the graph of
the busyness of scheduler (Figure 2(b)). Unlike the offer-based
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Figure 6: Additional metrics to evaluate deadlock-free scheduling by varying the arrival rate for the CPU-intensive job, 𝜆𝑗𝑜𝑏 (CPU-
intensive)(1.0 is the default rate.).

two-level mode (Figure 3), the deadlock-free scheduler
manages to schedule all tasks in the job. Furthermore, this
scheduler does not suffer from the head-of-line blocking that
occurs in monolithic multipath implementation; the lines for
CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive jobs are independent.

We also evaluate the effect of scaling o𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 as an additional
dimension, and the results are shown in Figure 4. The results
demonstrate that the multipath monolithic scheduler is not
scalable. Even when adding the multipath feature to support
multiple scheduling logic schemes, head-of-line blocking
remains a problem for CPU-intensive jobs. In other words,
a multipath monolithic scheduling might not be able to scale
to the workloads that we project for large nodes. Composable
scheduler implementations are supported by the offer-based
two-level scheduler, but the advantages of this technique are

diminished by its use of a pessimistic concurrency control
mechanism, which fails to handle jobs with long decision
times. Therefore, the scheduler could not handle much of the
heterogeneous load offered to it.

The deadlock-free approach offers competitive, scalable
performance, supports independent scheduler implementa-
tions, and exposes all allocation state to the schedulers. Our
results indicate that the deadlock-free approach can scale to
tens of user-level schedulers and to challenging workloads,
which will be further discussed in the following Section 5.2.

5.2. Scalability Exploration for Adaptive Deadlock-Free
Scheduling. In this section, we examine how the deadlock-
free model scales as the workload changes. For this purpose,
we increase the job arrival rate 𝜆𝑗𝑜𝑏 of the CPU-intensive
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schedulers. As demonstrated in Figure 5, both the per-job
wait time and the busyness of scheduler increase. In the
CPU-intensive case, this is due to the higher job arrival rate,
whereas in the I/O-intensive case, it is due to additional
conflicts.

There are two parameters of our adaptive schemes needed
to be set: sample interval and target TCF range. Through
experimentation these were set to a sample interval of 10
seconds, with lower TCF threshold of 40% and upper thresh-
old of 70%. Because the CPU-intensive user-level scheduler
represents the main scalability bottleneck, we repeat the
same scaling experiment with multiple CPU-intensive user-
level schedulers in order to test the ability of the deadlock-
free model to scale to larger loads. The CPU-intensive
scheduling work is load-balanced across the schedulers using

a simple hashing function. As expected, the fraction of conflict
increases with the number of user-level schedulers, because a
greater possibility of conflict exists (Figure 6(a)). However,
the busyness of scheduler decreases with the addition of more
user-level schedulers (Figure 6(b)), which is not an encour-
aging. By exploring the wasted time in scheduler busyness
shown in Figure 6(c), we infer that the decreased busyness of
the scheduler observed in Figure 6(b) might result from the
high conflict fraction, which leaves some of the schedulers
idle, awaiting sufficient resources for the next schedule.

Therefore, we attempt to improve the deadlock-free
model with automated control, as described in Section 4.
The resulting adaptive deadlock-free scheduling can not only
scale to highly CPU-intensive jobs but also provide good
behavior for I/O-intensive jobs. We repeat the same input
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Figure 10: Results for usage of real-life workload to evaluate adaptive deadlock-free scheduling.

for adaptive deadlock-free scheduling, and the results are
shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Encouragingly, these results
demonstrate a large improvement in the fraction of conflict,
while moderate busyness of scheduler is maintained, which is
consistent with our assumptions. Compared to Figure 6(c),
the mean waste time in scheduler busyness shown in Figure 9
is greatly reduced. Importantly, these results suggest that the
adaptive deadlock-free approach can scale to tens or even
hundreds of user-level schedulers and to more challenging
workloads.

5.3. Improvement to Deadlock-Free Scheduling with Auto-
mated Control. Having compared the different schedulers
using the simulator with synthetic workload, we use real-life
workload to test our adaptive deadlock-free scheduling
approach.

We repeat the process similar to that described in Sec-
tion 5.2 with the real-life workload. Similar results to those
shown in Figure 10 were produced which gives us confidence
in our deadlock-free scheduling method.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we proposed a novel adaptive deadlock-free
scheduling that can be applied to a single node in a DISC sys-
tem.This proposed scheduling solves the scalability problem
for current node-level schedules through adaptive optimistic
locking control. We compared the adaptive deadlock-free
model and its predecessor with two commonly used node-
level schedulers,multipathmonolithic and two-level schedul-
ing, using both synthetic and real-world workloads. In our
simulations, all the targeted schedulers were simplified to
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examine abroad range of operating points within a reasonable
runtime, allowing us to compare the behavior of all the
targeted schedulers under the same conditions and with
identical workloads.

The results show that our approach outperforms the
other schedulers with the respect to scheduling efficiency and
scalability without performance degradation. Our approach
also results in large improvements in the parallelism and scal-
ability of the node-level scheduling, because providing the
independent scheduler implementations with a knowledge of
the underlying resource allows them to compete for resources
in an uncoordinated manner and adjusts active scheduler
implementations dynamically when conflicts occur.

Our future work will fall into three categories. First,
we will focus on approaches that provide global guarantees
(fairness, starvation avoidance, etc.) in the adaptive deadlock-
free scheduler. Second, our current approach simply uses
the global TCF as an indicator to adjust the deadlock-free
scheduling, which will randomly deactivate any user-level
scheduler.Therefore, as a next step, our works will investigate
more complex indicators to ascertain how they influence our
adaptive deadlock-free approach. Finally, it is not easy to
set the optimal parameter configuration that may depend
on both workload and system-level settings. Our proposed
heuristic-based approach is hard to guarantee convergence to
the optimal solution for relieving performance degradation
of coscheduling. We will explore and implement different
approaches to optimize the scheduling phase of our pro-
posed scheduler in the future study, such as the Markov
Chain method proposed by previous study [26] and machine
learning-based approach proposed by study [35].
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